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The ergonomically designed range of steel outdoor
furniture from Kirv will create a buzz in any outdoor space.
Each stunning piece can be made fully site specific and
being made from stainless steel means there’s no time
consuming maintenance.
You can choose from polished stainless steel, or a range of
zesty or muted powder coated finishes to either contrast
with,
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or complement existing colour schemes.

Kirv Lo-Rise

The beautiful proportions of our kirv lo-rise stainless steel
bench will create an eye-catching focus wherever you use
it. Its open form won’t dominate your planting, while its
architectural design will create dramatic shadows throughout
the day.
Our kirv bench comes in a standard 1.8 meter length, but
can be made longer if required. Additionally the curve of the
bench can be adapted to fit any radius.

Features
A designer piece that’s durable, weather resistant and can be
made fully site specific.
Dimensions
62cm high x 73cm from back foot to front of bench.
Standard length 176cm.

Kirv Hi-Rise

Our hi-rise metal bench offers an elegant alternative to
our low-back style. Its elongated teardrop profile rises to a
comfortable shoulder height creating a dramatic backrest.
Like its smaller cousin, our lo-rise bench, its open form allows
planting to breath while providing a bold focus for any
outdoor area.
Its stylised shape will be as effective on lawns, or hard
landscaping. Handmade from stainless steel its available in a
choice of RAL colours or polished stainless steel.

Features
A stylish, ergonomic bench that can be made fully site
specific.
Dimensions
100cm from back foot to front of bench x 100cm high x
187cm long.

Kirv Bench

Our kirv benches add a splash of colour and designer style
to any outdoor space. Designed as a sociable seating system
they can be used with a tabletop, around trees or both.

Features
Perfect for communal areas, the kirv bench provides stylish
maintenance-free seating.

Their gentle curves provide comfortable seating throughout
the year thanks to their durable rust resistant stainless steel
form, while their open structure creates dramatic shadows
and won’t overwhelm any planting. The benches come in
two halves for easy fitting and cleaning beneath them, it also
makes them easy to move.

Dimensions
62cm high x 170cm diameter with an internal diameter of
45cm.

They are made to a standard 170cm diameter, but can be
made to any radius. For an individual quote, where the
bench is to be used as a tree seat, please supply us with the
circumference of your tree, 60cm from the ground.

Kirv Nest

Bring art to life in your outdoor space with our amazing kirv
nest seat. It lovingly cocoons you in a swirl of metal, creating a
private space for you to escape the outside world.
From the inside the intersecting ribbons of metal frame
the view from all directions, creating small captions of your
garden for you to enjoy. From outside the nest is a sculptural
feast to be enjoyed through all seasons. The hanging fabric
seat is made from a durable acrylic material, can be left
outside in all weather and is easily cleanable. It can be fixed
at two heights either for sumptuous lounging or sitting
comfortably. Its spacious dimensions mean the seat is perfect
for sharing, or for quietly wiling away a summer’s afternoon.

Features
The nest seat is made from electro-polished stainless steel.
The fabric seat is made from acrylic, is weather-proof and
stain resistant.
Dimensions
140cm wide x 150cm high.

Kirv Otto
In Development

Our multi-functional table bench, the Kirv Otto will be
shown for the first time at 100% Design in September 2011
in London.
To see the bench, visit us in our stand, or contact us for
more details.

Kirv Spheres

Punctuate your lawns or hard landscaped areas with our
decorative garden spheres. Made from polished stainless steel
they add interest wherever they’re used.
For impact in any outdoor space, choose one of our
spectacular giant spheres. Available up to 200cm in diameter
their stunning form contrasts with the natural beauty of
Mother Nature, while reflecting the ever changing light and
seasons.

Features
Made from stainless steel these spheres come in a range of
standard sizes from 40cm to 80cm. Please contact us with
your size requirements for giant spheres.
Dimensions
Standard sizes 40cm / 50cm / 60cm / 80cm diameter.

colours and finishes

All seating is hand made from 304 grade stainless steel,
which can either be finished with an electro-polish, or powder
coated in our choice of RAL colours.
After powder coating all colours are overcoated with a
lacquer to add lustre and depth to the finish.

Standard colours:
1016 Sulfur Yellow

6018 Apple Green

2004 Pure Orange

9010 Pure White

3003 Ruby Red

9005 Jet Black

Other RAL colours are also available for a small extra cost.
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